St Monica’s Year Council Meeting September 2017
Year 11 Date- 26/09/1
Agenda
1. Feedback on new journals
Pupils like the new journals but would like a toilet page and a
timetable page to be added.
2. Feedback on Ready Respectful Safe rules
The new system is easier to understand and behaviour incidents
can be dealt with more effectively as they tend to fall into one of
the Ready, Respectful, Safe categories. It is better than having a
long list of rules.
3. Feedback on merits going on SIMS
Pupils are supportive of the new merit system but did like having a
merit page in their journals… With the new system they don’t
always know when they have been given merits by staff. Not all
form tutors are reading out how many merits pupils have. Year 11s
are on board for receiving merits and want to be acknowledged for
their achievements.
4. Bullying – go through 5 R policy with representatives and get feedback –
what do they want to see to help us make everyone feel safe.
Pupils are aware of the system from previous years but feel that it
needs to be re-introduced to form groups and re-signed.
5. Remind pupils of the school council suggestion box for any ideas they
want us to look at in school. Also the School council noticeboard is
outside Mrs Walker’s Office.

6. AOB
Can Year 11 pupils use the Gym in the Hub, especially after school?
Year 11 pupils would prefer to have their lockers in the main school
and feel that if the year 10s are now offered the lockers in main
school it will be unfair as they are put at a disadvantage because
they have to go over to the hub when they might not have many
lessons (if any) over there.
Year 11 pupils would like to have access to snacks at break time.
Again, it is unfair that the Year 10s now have that privilege and it
has been removed from them. Could they have a vending
machine?

